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Abstract: Load Balancing is an important factor handling resource during running
and execution time in real time applications. Virtual machines are used for dyna-
mically access and share the resources. As per current scenario cloud computing
is played major for storage, resource accessing, resource pooling and internet
based service offering. Usage of cloud computing services is dynamically
increased such as online shopping, education, ticketing, etc. Many users can
use the cloud resources and load balancing is used for adjusting the virtual
machine and balance the node. Our proposed virtualized genetic algorithms are
to provide balanced virtual machine services in Hybrid cloud. The proposed algo-
rithm and experiments are implemented by using Cloud simulator. In this paper
the experiments are done with cloud computing models, Virtual Machine alloca-
tion, load balancing and simulations. Also compare the results using response
time, throughput and turnaround time using cloud sim. The accuracy can be
compared with existing load balancing techniques.

Keywords: Load balancing; hybrid cloud; virtual machine; genetic algorithm;
cloud simulator

1 Introduction

Cloud computing is a delivery service model based on requirements such as infrastructure, platform and
software as services. Cloud is a internet storage model and provide plenty of services. Cloud computing
application can access services from remote location data, sitting one place and access the resources from
anywhere and any place. User retrieves the data from the storage and shares the resources [1]. Cloud
service provider is an important for all cloud accessing. Cloud service provider enables the service
offering, service level agreement and load balancing. Load Balancing is major issues for handling
resources. At the same time multiple users can access the cloud means need to balance the service [2].

In general cloud computing has no need of physical location, configurations, required space and
administration capabilities. The major features are virtualization, on demand service, pay for use,
geographic access model, access privileges and service level agreements. It is internet based technology,
provides dynamic reliable and efficient services [3]. On demand services is important key features
because whenever the service is required that time request the service and pay for usage. Nowadays
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Amazon Web Services, VMWare, Google, IBM are providing efficient cloud services. In Cloud have public,
private and hybrid cloud models. Private means only specified users will have access privileges, Public any
use can access and hybrid means private and public cloud model [4].

Cloud facilitate an online platform for storage, compilation, online gaming, social media access, online
shopping, online ordering, musical services, etc. Cloud computing has Infrastructure as a service (IaaS),
Platform as a service (PaaS) and Software as a service (SaaS). IaaS have compute, network services,
PaaS have IaaS and storage services and SaaS has PaaS and application services [5]. The primary
objective of cloud is Load balancing. Load balancing is used for improving utilization, resource sharing
and better response time [6].

Load balancing has static and dynamic model. Static has fixed assignment and execution time. Dynamic
means response time, throughput and overhead are need to balanced while execution [7]. In this paper
virtualized genetic algorithm is proposed for handling dynamic resource allocation and responses. This
paper comprises, Section 2 explain related works, Section 3 proposed virtualized genetic algorithm,
Section 4 gives experimental discussion and Section 5 explains conclusion and future plan.

2 Related Works

Check point algorithm is proposed by Cheug et al. for handling resource dynamically based on access
point values. This cloudlet based access specification model which enables cloud can migrate one resource to
another resource [8]. It has minimizing response time, threshold and execution time. While in this case not
possible allocate resource during run time. Wong et al. honey bee algorithm has proposed with round robin
circular queue method resource provisioning and trap polling procedure. So it has minimized execution time
and bandwidth increased [9,10].

Quing et al. gives balanced load balancing mechanism for handling virtual machines, tasks and priority.
The major issues are low priority tasks can hold the resource at longer time. Genetic algorithm can be used for
selecting operator, storage levels, service level agreements and virtual provisioning as dynamically [11,12].
So the large scale operations are handled easily and increased efficiency. Ant colony based virtual
provisioning method proposed by Manikandan et al. dynamically update the operation frequently. So we
measure fitness function and throughput.

Yuvang et al. synchronized hill climbing algorithm is implemented handling each node values and their
fitness function of measuring threshold values. This round robin based circular execution so the low tasks
wait for more time to complete [13]. So quality of service cannot be calculated. Virtual machine arrives
more request means surely need to provide load balancing system. Because cloud service provides enable
load balancing system for handling multiple requests. So this situation the utilization factor is increased
and quality of service well maintained. A major issue is at the time it will handle only on virtual machine
and load balancing [14].

Enhanced virtualized load balancer is proposed handle more requests and select priority based resources.
In this case each nodes are selected and apply load balancer for handling request and response system. The
virtual machines are clustered based on their response and execution time. This is homogenous model so
resource utilization and measuring response time need to wait for completing all tasks. The genetic based
model is available means can we specify process and stop-wait model can be implemented [15].

3 Load Balancing

Load balancing is the mechanism to allocate resources to virtual machine in equal manner as
dynamically. Cloud service providers are major key role playing for selecting load balancing operations.
Our proposed virtualized genetic algorithm has following motivations such as response time, lesser
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turnaround time, fully utilized resources, faulty tolerance, improved efficiency and stability. Load balancers
is used for managing resources and balance the resource in equal manner.

If load balance is in static mode–the cloud environment is in stable mode and so we need to fix all the
cloud service requirements such as compute, network, storage and application.

In case load balance can be in dynamic–change the services as per request and requirements. Also
resource provisioning system is enabled on demand and elasticity.

Our proposed algorithm has both static and dynamic provisioning method.

In the above process, load balancer is handle the data centre inputs and virtual machine operations.
The load balancer operates in virtual machine by using below code.

Incoming requests – multiple resources

Cloudlet – Device
to access

Data Centre - Virtualization, Controller

Load Balancer – Virtualized Genetic 
Algorithm

Virtual Machine

Hypervisor

Physical Machine

Figure 1: Load balancing–process

Table 1: Algorithm–load balancing in virtual machine

Algorithm: Balancing Load to Virtual Machine
Begin

Connect -> resource()
Load
If(resource == available)
calculate connected_values()
select virtual_machine()
return resource

Else
Select next_resource()

End
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4 Experimental Setup–Genetic Algorithm

The evaluation process is done by using cloud simulator. This simulator is used for measuring burst time,
turnaround time, load balancing results and capacity represented in Fig. 1. In this case CPU Processing time
and task completion time are compared with existing load balancing algorithms shown in Tab. 1.

4.1 Initial Process

Initial stage execution time and failure rate of each virtual machine are recorded. Select number of
resource available for executing in virtual machine also taken. Guest, Host and Virtualization are three
major factors are considered. Guest–Find the components and communicate to Virtualized Layer, Host–
Manage the Guest, Virtualization–Compute, network and storage resources are handled and shown in Fig. 2.

The estimation function E1; E; . . .En has an effect on target G. The selection matrix is represented as
E = (eij)n*n.

E ¼
e11 e12 � � � e1n
e21 e22 � � � e2n
� � �
en1

� � �
en2

� � �
� � �

� � �
enn

8><
>:

9>=
>; (1)

So all column transactional matrix is calculated as follows

Weight Consistency ¼
Xn
1

�eijði ¼ 1; 2; . . . nÞ (2)

Virtual machine

if load >
capacity Allocate resource

Remove 
the low
priority
values

Cluster the Virtual
Machines

Update the status and 
wait and stop

Find Capacity

Update the Load

Load =
=

A ailabl

Yes

Allocate the Resource

No

Execute the Process

Enter number of Virtual
machine and resource
allocation

Calculate the loadCluster low to high priority
task

Yes No

Yes

No

Figure 2: Proposed method–load balancer
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Combined weights ¼ W �
i ¼ WiW 0

iPm
i¼1 WiW 0

i
(3)

The transaction time measured as,

TðiÞ ¼ exp
timeðWi; CSjÞ �minðUiÞ
maxðWiÞ �minðWiÞ

� �
(4)

Based on above transaction time is recorded and allot to next section based on Tab. 2.

4.2 Cross Over-Virtualized Genetic Process

Each cloud service attenuation factor is calculated as follows

PðiÞ ¼ T s
iPn

j¼1 T
s

(5)

where as
Pn
i¼1

PðiÞ ¼ 1 and T–each burst values

Table 2: Algorithm-scheduling and virtualized genetic algorithm

Algorithm
Scheduling and Round Robin Process
Step 1: Create Virtual machine and Data centre for allocating task
Step 2: Check the current status of load in virtual machine and record the load value
Step 3: Cluster Virtual machine based on lowest and highest load
Step 4: Assign the incoming request to lowest cluster virtual machine and apply round robin scheduling
Step 5: Calculate burst time and set dynamic quantum time for rounding process which is >= 1
Step 6: Allocate and start the process from least value and continue the process until vacant

Load Balancing
Step 7: Find the capacity and load value of each virtual machine
Step 8: If check virtual machine balanced or not and measure status overloaded/under loaded
Step 9: Remove heavily load virtual machine and repeat the round robin process until process will
complete

Virtualized Genetic Algorithm
Step 10: Cluster the virtual machine based on loading, capacity and burst time values
Step 11: Sort the Virtual machine based on low to high priority constraints
Step 12: Calculate maximum execution time and allocate virtual machine
Threshold_High -> Virtual_Machine(d) | min (

PThreshold High)–Minimum Task Completion time
Threshold_Medium -> Virtual_Machine(d) | min(

PThreshold Highþ PThreshold Medium)–Minimum
Task Completion time
Threshold_Low -> Virtual_Machine(d) | min ((

PThreshold Low)–Minimum Task Completion time
Step 13: Based on above result modify the process and repeat until process has to be suspend

Weighted Round Robin–Genetic Status
Step 14: Calculate all the virtual machine burst time, turnaround time and completion time
Step 15: Assign task to higher to lower burst time values
Step 16: Add the task to all the virtual machine and repeat all the above process from step 1 after each
virtual machine completion
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Based on above representation the trust can be recorded as

Tr ¼
Xm
1

SimT;w � TðiÞm � PðiÞ (6)

So quality factor measured by

Q ¼ ðTr�j ÞT � SimðT; WÞ ¼
q11 q12 � � � q1k
q21 q22 � � � q2k
� � �
qj1

� � �
qj2

� � �
� � �

� � �
qjk

2
664

3
775 (7)

StðiÞ ¼ Q � EðqÞT (8)

So the above value is used for selecting simulating result of turnaround computation.

4.3 Best Value Computation–Task Completion

The finite number of virtual machine are selected and set least probability values. In case any delay fault
occurred means genetic algorithm is used for selecting virtual machine from clustered groups,

ϕ is a factor to measure completed transaction.

f ¼ Q � 1

ðTr þ e�nÞ
� �

(9)

This case eliminate minimum failure and transaction status is recorded. The objective weight function is
calculated by using completed transaction and burst time of each process. The each transaction recorded and
turnaround time is calculated as follows,

TTjðWjÞ ¼
sigðQjÞPm
j¼1 sigðQjÞ

(10)

Based on above result CPU processing time and task completion time is recorded.

From the above Tab. 3 shows that the result of Burst time, Turnaround time and accuracy factors. In this
case different virtual machine are classified and capacity level are fixed in 4 levels 5, 10, 15, 20 respectively.
Virtualized genetic algorithm is applied and accuracy is calculated. Our proposed system average accuracy is
96% achieved at different virtual machine and different capacity values with load as 100 from Tab. 4. Based
on Tab. 4, our proposed system accuracy is above 90% compare with other existing methods.

Table 3: Accuracy value, turnaround and burst time of virtual machines and various capacities

Virtual machine Capacity Load Burst time Turnaround time Accuracy

5 5, 10, 15, 20 100 0.78, 0.89, 0.85, 0.91 0.98, 0.97, 0.91, 0.94 94

10 5, 10, 15, 20 100 0.89, 0.90, 0.85, 0.89 0.94, 0.97, 0.98, 0.96 95

20 5, 10, 15, 20 100 0.78, 0.88, 0.91, 0.88 0.98, 0.98, 0.98, 0.98 98

50 5, 10, 15, 20 100 0.82, 0.87, 0.88, 0.90 0.97, 0.95, 0.96, 0.96 96

100 5, 10, 15, 20 100 0.91, 0.92, 0.93, 0.91 0.96, 0.97, 0.95, 0.96 96

200 5, 10, 15, 20 100 0.91, 0.90, 0.89, 0.90 0.95, 0.97, 0.98, 0.97 96
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5 Conclusion

Cloud computing is one of the major IT developments for storing and retrieving resource via online.
Most of the industries are using online based resource sharing mechanism for storage, infrastructure and
developing applications. It is reduced the cost and pay for usage method. Load balancing is major
important factors for implementing and efficient cloud services. At the same time more numbers of
resources are access and used means load balancing is very important. In this paper virtualized genetic
algorithm is proposed for implementing efficient load balancing mechanism. Our experiments are done by
using cloud simulator and achieved good accuracy factors. Our proposed system compared with existing
methods and our system gives good accuracy compare with others. In future the same method will be
used for federated cloud environment applications.
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